FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
VMAC Welcomes Back Mike Schaum, National Sales Representative for Southern USA
Nanaimo, B.C. — VMAC is pleased to welcome back Mike Schaum to its outside sales team, serving VMAC dealers
and end-users in the Southern USA territory, which includes Texas, New Mexico, Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri,
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi.
“After a short hiatus from VMAC, we’re thrilled to have Mike Schaum back on our outside sales team,” says Jim
Raymond, VMAC’s Sales Manager. “Mike has been an integral part of the VMAC team and has proven time and
time again that he provides first-class support to our dealers and customers.”
Mike will be reprising his role as National Sales Representative, traveling around the Southern US region, with the
goal of enabling VMAC’s dealers and customers to work more efficiently, profitably and sustainably. More
specifically, he will be continuing to support and grow the VMAC dealer network and meeting with end-users to
learn about their specific needs and find solutions to overcome their challenges.
“I’m so happy to be back with VMAC and look forward to meeting once again with our dealers and customers,”
shares Mike Schaum. “VMAC has always treated its coworkers and customers as family, so this is like coming home
after having to be away for a year.”
Prior to first joining VMAC in 2015, Mike’s working career has always included the truck equipment industry. He
has worked for manufacturers, distributors and was a partner in his own truck equipment company for several
years. His technical skills in hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical and mechanical systems, as well as custom metal
fabrication, make him an asset to VMAC, as well as VMAC’s dealers and customers.
“Mike’s passion for the truck equipment industry is evident in the decades of experience he brings,” notes Gordon
Duval, VMAC’s VP of Marketing and Sales. “It’s clear to everyone who has the pleasure of working with Mike that
he cares deeply about those he represents, and we feel honored he has chosen to return to the team and share his
expertise to help VMAC’s customers and partners.”
##
About VMAC
VMAC is the leader in compressed air innovation® and one of the only true air compressor manufacturers in North
America. An award-winning organization, VMAC was named one of Canada’s Best Managed Companies and Best
Workplaces™ in Manufacturing for 2019 and is Great Place To Work Certified™. With over 30 years of history,
VMAC’s mobile air compressors and multi-power systems have earned a reputation for extraordinary design, build
quality, durability, and reliability in extreme conditions among operators and fleet managers worldwide.
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